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The Motherson Group is one of the 21 largest and fastest growing full system solutions providers to the global automotive industry, 

serving multiple further industries, such as rolling stock, aerospace, medical, IT, and logistics, with over 135,000 employees across 41 

countries worldwide. Samvardhana Motherson Reydel Companies (SMRC) is the group’s specialist for innovative car and truck 

interiors. With facilities in Europe, Asia, and South America, we design, develop, and manufacture complete high-quality interior 

systems, such as cockpits, centre consoles, door panels, and decorative surfaces for multiple vehicle manufacturers worldwide. Given 

our fast growth, we are constantly looking for talented new colleagues to become part of our team. 

PLANT NITRA,SLOVAKIA 

APU manager (M/F) 

Your tasks. 

 

 To be a member of the plant steering committee. 

 To assure the liaison in between the Plant Management 

and his team and is the Plant representative outside of the 

plant in front of his customers and suppliers. 

 To manage his team in order to reach individual and 

collective objectives set for the year. 

 To make assessment of the team members performance, 

set continuous progress objectives, and assure the 

evolution of his team performance (training, promotion, job 

rotating).  

 To control the compliance of his team and apply all internal 

/ external regulations. 

 To manage internal budget, and be able to propose 

adjustment for his team personal and department costs, 

pending on planning demand. 

 To manage all SMRC standard measurable and facilitate 

the reporting to shared functions and to Plant Manager. 

 To assure highest level of security and safety in the 

execution of his daily job, and maintain similar level for his 

team members during the day-to-day operating business 

 To assure daily production in regards to customer demand 

and establish production planning in respect with 

Corporate/Site standards. 

 To continuously track the production performance, measure 

any deviation, and develop action plan to keep targets. 

 To assure daily personal adjustments to cope to the 

customer demand. 

 To follow working instruction related to special 

characteristics production parts 

 

 

 

Your profile. 

 

 Minimum experience of 3 years 

 
You are/You got. 

 Strong managerial skills  

 Good communication skills 

 Analytical & synthetic mindset 

 Perfect management of priorities 

 Team spirit 

 Experience on simular position in automotive industry - min. 3 

years  

 English - Upper intermediate (B2) 

 

 

How to apply. 

 Send your CV to Jana Zatrakova (HR Specialist) at 

Jana.Zatrakova@motherson.com  

 

   

      
 


